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Musings On A SWCD Career And My Impending Retirement                                             
        by Martin Johnson 

I will be retiring from a sometimes challenging and                        
always interesting time as a conservation specialist with the 
Thomas Jefferson SWCD on December 31st at the end of 
this year. It has been a great pleasure to work with people 
who are very knowledgeable, skilled, and as passionate 
about the value of clean water and a healthy environment 
as I am. 
 
Greg Wichelns, the Manager of the Culpeper Soil & Water 

Conservation District (CSWCD), gave me my first opportunity to 
work in soil and water conservation back in 2001. I was 
hired to be the district’s Education and Outreach                           
coordinator. I set up a website, put out a quarterly                       
newsletter, and conducted education programs for schools 
K-12, and the occasional adult audience. The most                                      
important part of my education at the CSWCD may have 
been preparing a presentation for the annual Bay Area 
Clean Water Farm Awards and Teacher of the Year Award. 

The CSWCD chooses deserving recipients from each of their four member counties and 
holds a dinner for the recipients and all of our partners in conservation. Visiting the                       
well-kept farms of these hard-working stewards of the environment, and interviewing 
them about their love of the land and their dedication to agriculture. I learned a great deal 
about the conservation programs districts help farmers implement, and the people we 
work with on the ground. 
 
In 2004, with a desire to do more work in the field and spend less time at a desk, I was 
fortunate to be hired by the TJSWCD to become their first Urban Conservationist. While 
districts have historically worked with agriculture, soil erosion and water pollution had 
been becoming an increasingly urban issue. I learned to review erosion and sediment 
control plans for construction, and studied innovations in stormwater management that 
prevent water pollution caused by urban development. I have been honored to work with 
our counterparts in local government and the University of Virginia who are all dedicated 
to protecting local streams and rivers from the effects of too much stormwater runoff, and 
the pollutants it washes into our water. 
 
I watched the TJSWCD outgrow our little office on Berkmar Ave and become a                   
powerhouse of soil and water conservation in agriculture, as well as in more urban                   
settings. Alyson Sappington was a visionary who expanded into  numerous areas where 
districts had not ventured in the past, including rainwater harvesting, conducting outdoor 
education for every 4th grader in Albemarle County and the City of Charlottesville, septic 
system repair, protecting water resources with riparian easements, and helping partners 
educate the public about stormwater issues.                             
 
Wherever there has been a need, the TJSWCD has stepped up to provide technical                     
assistance and know-how. We recently embarked on a new chapter of the district’s story, 
and Anne Coates has taken up the mantle with energy and a strong sense of vision. I am 
proud to have been a small part of these good works, and to have worked alongside such 
a dedicated and hard-working  group of colleagues. I  am retiring, but I hope to lend a 
hand now and again when it is needed.  Thank you all for the wonderful ride! 

Recently retired (February 2017) District Manager, Alyson Sappington, offers words of   
wisdom — “I wish Martin the contentment I have found in knowing you have a choice in 
how you spend each day ...  fill it with time for yourself, time for others, time to 
reach new goals, and/or time to try new things ... Make the most of this next 
phase of your life!” 
 
Alyson’s, take a hike challenge update: she has hiked 690 total miles since 
retirement, in Shenandoah National Park (SNP) & beyond; 390 of those                      
towards SNP 500.  Only 110 left to go. 

TJSWCD 
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During the TJSWCD awards dinner in December, the District was pleased to                      
recognize our Clean Water Farm Award recipients.  Attending guests enjoyed 
staff presentations recognizing the hard work, best management practices and 
strategies put forth by farmers and managers resulting in award winning farms 
that are in fact contributing in positive ways to improving the wellness of the     
Chesapeake Bay Watershed and sustainable agriculture through soil and water 
conservation.  Encouraging words from the award winners, grateful for the                    
technical  assistance, financial  incentives and cooperative partnership with               
TJSWCD and Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) was the highlight 
of the evening.  Our special guest from the Virginia Department of Conservation 
and Recreation, Darryl Glover,  Division Director of Soil & Water Conservation 
presented the awards. 
 
Above and beyond... Grand Basin Awards - from the pool of Virginia Clean Water 

Farm Award recipients, up to 10 grand winners representing Virginia's major river basins are selected each 
year. Nominees are submitted by local SWCDs. Grand Basin Award winners must meet criteria of the Clean 
Water Farm Award and demonstrate exceptional conservation on the land and in managing operations. These 
award winners receive additional acknowledgement at a special recognition ceremony.  In addition to the stand-
ard sign and certificate, these awards are presented for the following river basins: Big Sandy-Tennessee Rivers, 
Chowan River, Coastal, James River, New-Yadkin Rivers, Potomac River, Rappahannock River, Roanoke                   
River, Shenandoah River and the York River.   —http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/soil-and-water/cwfa 

 
 

The 2018 Clean Water Farm Awards goes to...  
Mike and Ashley McMahon’s Magnolia Farm 

Winners of the 2018 Clean Water Farm Award, James River and the                                                
James River Grand Basin Award 

 
AND 

 
Holly Reynolds, Greeno Farms                                                                                                 

Winner of the 2018 Clean Water Farm Award 
York River  

The 2018 Clean Water Farm Award Winners—Improving the Wellness of the Chesapeake Bay                   
Watershed and Sustainable Agriculture through Soil and Water Conservation.   

Left to Right: Darryl Glover, Holly Reynolds, Tim Tally (TJSWCD) 
and Dana Bayless (NRCS). 

Left to Right:  Mary Eiserman & Luke Longanecker (TJSWCD),      
Darryl Glover, Ashley & Mike McMahons and Kory Kirkland (NRCS). 



 

 

Albemarle County’s rich agricultural                 
history and diversity drew Mike and              
Ashley McMahon to purchase a property of their 
own to call home. Mike grew up on a sheep 
farm in Pennsylvania and has always kept his 
early agricultural and outdoor experiences close 
to his heart. Having two  children, Mike and 
Ashley wanted to ensure that their children 
would have the same positive natural                          
experiences as part of their youth.    
 
To say that the property that the McMahon         
family purchased in 2014 was in bad shape is 
an understatement. The farm had been mostly 
abandoned with an absentee farm manager 
checking in only periodically. Over 50 head of 
cattle had free range over the farm including 
severe erosion gullies, significant areas of bare 
soil, springs and spring-fed streams. 
 
Today, Magnolia Farm in southern Albemarle 
County is 80 acres of mixed pasture and                        
approximately 50 acres of woodlands that have 
been excluded to create riparian buffer. Seven 

of those 50 acres were planted in order to stabilize highly eroded ravines and gullies that were originally a part of the pasture. 
The McMahons actively runs 25 cows and 70 sheep through a rotational grazing system to maximizing grazing efficiency and 
productivity.  
 
The McMahons began working with the Thomas Jefferson Soil and Water Conservation District (TJSWCD) and National                             
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) in 2015. Work at Magnolia Farm has been undertaken in a phased approach. Phase 
one encompassed a District led stream exclusion project with alternative watering sources and a buffer tree planting. Phase 
two, led by the NRCS, included additional stream exclusion, alternative watering sources, critical area tree plantings, and                           
ongoing grazing management and pasture improvement practices.  

 
 
 

Mike and Ashley McMahon’s  Magnolia Farm 
Winners of the 2018 Clean Water Farm Award, James River                                       

and the James River Grand Basin Award 

Magnolia Farm from above-, the aerial on the left was taken in 2010 and shows the extent of the erosion on the 
farm. The picture on the right is from 2017 and demonstrates how far the farm has come thanks to the hard work 



 

 

The installation of exclusion fencing and division fencing has allowed the 
McMahons to create a system of seven paddocks for grazing. The                 
corresponding installation of 7 strategically placed water troughs has allowed 
the McMahons to practice management intensive grazing with a typical                     
grazing rotation allowing for 3-4 weeks of rest for each paddock. A reduction in 
the number of cattle on the farm, along with a refining of the herd for                            
desirable traits and diversifying with the addition of sheep has also benefited the 
land.  
 
In addition to the work that the McMahon family has done in conjunction with the 
TJSWCD & NRCS, they continue to pursue innovative methods of soil and   
water quality improvement. Current projects on the farm include three acres of 
apples on the slopes around their home grafted from family stock at the                      
Pennsylvania farm where Mike grew up and over 200 native Paw Paw trees 
planted to stabilize steep slopes.  
 
Another project that is directly benefiting water quality in an interesting manner 
is the growing of oyster mushrooms that are being sold to local markets and 
restaurants. The spent sawdust substrate from the growing operation has been 
used to fill in eroded ruts and gullies in the pastures. The mycelium growing 
throughout the substrate holds together and keeps the material from being 
washed away while integrating it over time with existing soils. This filters water, 
slows runoff, and eventually turns into soil that is rich in organic matter which 
makes it easier to establish permanent grass cover. The small scale success of 
this practice has lead Mike to the larger project of inoculating mulch piles for use 
filling larger eroded areas that still exist on the farm. Mike hopes that this will be 
a solution for these problem areas that will not require further soil disturbance 
and excavation.  
 
The McMahons have, in just a few years, turned a degraded farm into an                      
example of land and water quality stewardship. Livestock are completely                      
excluded from all waterways at Magnolia Farm with a total of 4,900ft. of spring 
fed streams excluded from livestock and buffered by large areas of healthy forested vegetation. Other projects on the farm                            
continue to improve the quality and reduce the quantity of stormwater that eventually reaches the James River.  
 
Magnolia Farm and the McMahon family exemplify the tenets of the Clean Water Farm Award and the Grand Basin Award. 
The Thomas Jefferson Soil and Water Conservation District is proud to recognize the ongoing work of the McMahons in                      
maintaining the health and productivity of their farm and in protecting the water quality and the  natural resources of the            
James River.  

A truly remarkable farm transformation:  
80 acres of pasture,  50 acres of riparian                      

buffers,  7 separate  paddocks,  7 water troughs,  
4,900 feet of stream protected from livestock,                          

7 acres of tree plantings. 

 

 

Magnolia Farm continued 



 

 

Greeno Farms is situated in the historic district of Green Springs in Louisa, Virginia and is located in the York River Basin.                                 
The Reynolds family purchased the farm in 1969 
and began planting row crops and raising cattle.  
Conservation practices such as crop rotations and 
rotational grazing have been implemented on the 
farm for many years.  In 1998, Holly Reynolds                  
became the primary operator on the farm and has                                     
expanded the conservation practices even further.   
 
Greeno Farms is a well-managed operation that 
consists of 128 acres of pasture that supports 60 
cow-calf pairs.  The 128 acres of pasture are                   
divided into 8 separate paddocks through a                       
combination of permanent and temporary fencing.  
The temporary fencing has become a valuable 
component for the Reynolds allowing them to be 
more creative in utilizing and managing all available 
forage.  The cattle have been fully excluded from all 
waterways on the farm through multiple stream           
exclusion projects with the Natural Resources                     
Conservation Service, Farm Service Agency and 
the Thomas Jefferson Soil & Water Conservation 
District (TJWCD).  Within these buffers that were created by the stream exclusion projects,                                 

approximately 3 acres have been planted in 
trees.  Along with the tree planting, another 
4.5 acres of previously grazed land has 
been excluded and left fallow to allow for 
natural succession which has created ideal 
wildlife habitat.   
 
In addition to managing livestock, Greeno 
Farms also plants row crops on 31 acres of their land.  The Reynolds                          
practice no-till management on their cropland and plant cover crops every 
fall.  Soil samples are taken regularly and nutrients are applied according to 
a Nutrient Management Plan specifically written for their farm. These                            
practices are pivotal in reducing erosion and nutrient runoff.   
 

The Reynolds have been proactive in their conservation 
efforts and openly promote programs to other producers.  
The implementation of these conservation practices have 
not only improved the health of local waterways, but has 
also benefited the health of the livestock on the land.                         
Cattle waterers installed in conjunction with the stream  
exclusion projects provide fresh drinking water to the herd.  
The rotational grazing system improves the pasture health 
and provides quality forage well into the winter months                    
limiting the amount of hay being fed. 
 
The Reynolds have been open-minded to new ideas and 
have prioritized conservation.  They are always looking for 
ways to improve their farm and local waterways through 
conservation practices.  The Thomas Jefferson Soil and 
Water Conservation District congratulates the Reynolds 
and Greeno Farms for this achievement and in their                        
continued traditions of being good stewards of the land and 
promoters of conservation practices. 

Holly Reynolds, Greeno Farms                                                                                                 
Winner of the 2018 Clean Water Farm Award 

York River Basin 

Livestock are completely excluded from all waterways.  
 
Over 12,500 ft of stream excluded, including multiple tree 
plantings in the buffer areas. 
 
A 13 acre wetland restoration has been created to reduce 
erosion and filter pollutant run off.  



 

 

Congratulations to Luke Longanecker, TJSWCD                              
Conservation Program Manager,  one of three to receive 
the  2018 Chaffin Soil and Water Conservation District                     
Employees of the Year award at the VASWCD Annual 
Meeting held in Roanoke in early December.  This award 
recognizes SWCD employees for their “outstanding                                          
leadership, motivation and technical expertise promoting 
the stewardship of our natural resources”.   
 
TJSWCD also wishes to congratulate Deanna Fehrer 
(Piedmont SWCD) and Emily Gibbs (Piedmont SWCD and 
Peter Francisco SWCD) on their 2018 Chaffin Soil and            
Water Conservation District Employees of the Year award 
too. 
 

BRAVO! 
 

 

Steven Meeks, TJSWCD Director and 
VASWCD President  presents Anne 
Coates, TJSWCD District Manager with 
the Exhibitor Award which, recognizes 
outstanding content and display of                       
information and services promoting soil 
and water conservation.  

Photos courtesy of VASWCD 

TJSWCD Enjoys a Day of Recognition During the Virginia Association of 
Soil and Water Conservation District Annual meeting (VASWCD)  

TJSWCD Directors: Joe Thompson, John Easter, and   
Lonnie Murray join Anne, Luke and the McMahons for the 
awards luncheon. 



 

 A Round of Applause (clap, clap, clap) for CCAP                                                                                                       
(Charlottesville Conservation Assistance Program) 

A Stormwater Planter Project in Progress with Rivanna Conservation Alliance (RCA) 

From the Mountains to the Bay — Lessons in Living Shorelines 

Mary Eiserman, TJSWCD Conservation Technician coordinated a well                           
attended Virginia Conservation Assistance Program (VCAP) training on the 

Living Shorelines practice at the end of October. In addition to staff and board members from many 
VASWCD districts, there were attendees from New Jersey!  A morning portion of the class was taught by 
Karen Duhring from Virginia Institute of Marine Science with an afternoon boat tour of living shorelines 
courtesy of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation. 

 
 

This project is funded in part by the Charlottesville Conservation Assistance Program (CCAP) and the Virginia                                   
Conservation Assistance Program (VCAP) through the Thomas Jefferson Soil & Water Conservation District. 



 

 

We are excited to announce a NEW program to help our equine 
community and reduce pollution levels in streams and rivers         
within the Chesapeake Bay Watershed. The funding supports 
the development and distribution of outreach and educational                               
resources, technical assistance, and financial incentives to                  
landowners who wish to address water quality                          
concerns related to the management challenges of small-
acreage horse farms in our District. 

Financial incentives consist of a cost share program modeled 
after the standard Virginia Agricultural Cost Share Program. 
Horse farm owners will be eligible for up to 75% of the cost of 

installing approved conservation practices on their properties. Recipients of funding will be provided a conser-
vation plan, and must follow designs and technical standards provided to them by the TJSWCD. Prior to re-
ceiving funds, property owners will sign agreements specifying that they maintain the practices for 5-10 years, 
depending on the practice(s) installed. The TJSWCD will conduct spot checks throughout the lifespan of the 
installed practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are interested in receiving financial incentive assistance you must fill out and submit the Equine                                 
Program Questionnaire (available on our website www.tjswcd.org) and schedule a site visit by January 31, 
2019.  For more information please contact Lisa Hyatt 434-975-0224 ext. 110. 

Funding for this program is made possible through a generous grant from an anonymous donor. 

Educational materials for this program made possible in part by a grant from Chesapeake Bay Restoration Fund (CBRF). CBRF                                     
provides financial assistance to many Bay-related educational programs and restoration activities through the sale of the special 
Chesapeake Bay license plate “Friend of the Chesapeake.” 

Composting provides a sustainable                                        
option for managing manure. 

TJSWCD  Offers New Cost-Share Program for the Equine Community 

Eligible conservation practices include: 
 
 Manure storage and/or composting facilities 
 Sacrifice / dry lots 
 Rotational grazing systems 
 Stream exclusion fencing 
 Stream crossings 
 Alternative water systems 
 Vegetative buffers 
 Revegetation of pastureland 

Sacrifice lots help manage and protect 
pastures. 

MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK 

Welcome Chris Gyurisin to TJSWCD 

Chris joined the Thomas Jefferson Soil & Water Conservation District as a 
Conservation Technician in November 2018.  He received his Bachelor of 
Science degree in Natural Resources Conservation from Virginia Tech. He 
has been active in the area of natural resource management, outdoor                       
recreation and conservation in various capacities over his career.  His                          
primary duties for TJSWCD include inspections and mapping for                                  
Charlottesville’s and Albemarle County’s Illicit Discharge programs,                          
coordinating the Rivanna Stormwater Education Partnership, and reviewing 
Erosion & Sediment and stormwater management plans. 
 
Chris enjoys his work which focuses in the area between natural resource 
management and how people interact with their environment and natural 
world.  He is a native of Western Maryland and currently resides in                       
Charlottesville with his wife, but has always been grateful to live in the 
shadow of the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains. 

https://www.tjswcd.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Equine-BMP-Questionnaire.pdf
https://www.tjswcd.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Equine-BMP-Questionnaire.pdf


 

 A Season Like No Other 

The falling of the leaves brings an end to the Meaningful                              
Watershed Educational Experience (MWEE) field investigations at 
Camp Albemarle. While the rain and rising water in the Moormans                   
River  resulted in several cancellations and reschedules...it didn’t  
dampen our enthusiasm.  This spring and fall session TJSWCD                     

provided field investigations to 1,235 
fourth graders from Albemarle County 
and Charlottesville City schools. The              
students along with 255 adults gained a 
deeper knowledge and appreciation of 
our local watershed, the daily impact we 
make on our watershed and began the 
conservation conversation of how we can 
do better to conserve and protect the          
natural resource that we rely upon every 
day. 
 
TJSWCD also facilitated a hands-on watershed education activity for the 4th 

grade from Rockfish River Elementary School in Nelson County where all the students 
had many opportunities to experience an exciting fieldtrip trip and picnic lunch along 
Spruce Creek at the Rockfish Valley Foundation Natural History Center in Nellysford. 
 
Revving up for Envirothon 2019.  Students from 
Louisa, Fluvanna County and Western Albemarle 
High Schools Envirothon teams traveled to 
Graves Mtn.  Lodge in Madison County to fully 
participate in the Area 2 Envirothon Training. This 
annual training provides Envirothon teams the 

opportunity to engage in the four core skill stations Aquatics, Forestry, 
Soils and Wildlife at the beginner and advance tracks. The Soil & Water 
Districts in Area 2 host the training and all  Envirothon teams in Virginia 
are invited to attend. This is also the time that the 2019 special topic 
oral presentation challenge is revealed. This year the current issue is 
Agriculture and the Environment:  Knowledge and Technology to Feed 
the World.  There is still time to sign-up a team for Envirothon for more 
information contact Lauriston  at lauriston.damitz@tjswcd.com or  call 
434-975-0224 ext. 107. 
 

 
Did you know that each dedicated person on the                               
education staff is also a certified Virginia Master                              
Naturalist? The mission of the TJSWCD is “to                            
exercise leadership in promoting natural resource     
protection” and the intention of our education                             
programs is for students to develop and gain a better 
understanding of environmental responsibilities and a 
sense of stewardship that are essential to                            
long-term sustainability.  Additionally, TJSWCD is 
very fortunate and grateful to have a true working                       
partnership with Rivanna Master Naturalist                         
volunteers. They are a vital resource in maintaining a 
safe and exceptional outdoor, educational                                     
experience. 
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More ways to conserve natural resources… 
If you would like to receive The Resource Review 

newsletter electronically, send an e-mail request to   
lauriston.damitz@tjswcd.org 

 
Piedmont Native Plant Guide 

 
Grow your resource library with this go-to guide, the 
Piedmont Native Plant Guide. A sturdy and                     
compact 8.5” x 6” spiral, wire bound guide full of color 
photos, native plant recommendations and growing           
conditions.  Also sharing the heritage and beauty of         
Native Plants in the Piedmont and the life sustaining                          
importance of  attracting pollinators.      

                                            
Call TJSWCD and reserve yours                

today.  $10.00 (includes tax!)  

 
“… places need keepers, 

people who know how 
things are changing, 

whether from bad to good 
or vice versa;                   

people who have their 
eyes on the place and 
their hearts in it.  The 

land itself needs people 
who know it, care about 
it, keep track of it and 

work on its                      
behalf.”                                          

-Scott Russell Sanders 


